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Better Materials = Better LifeWatch our video to explore our department.
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[image: Censor on dime]Implantable Sensor Could Lead to Timelier Crohn’s Treatment
Developed by a team with Professor John Rogers, new wireless sensors that monitor inflammation could prevent or limit damage to intestines.Read more


[image: Censor]Gotta Go? New Bladder Device Lets You Know
A new implant and associated smartphone app developed by a team with Professor John Rogers may someday remove the guess work from the equation.Read more


[image: Yip-Wah Chung]Professor Emeritus Bruce Wessels Passes Away
Wessels will be remembered for his notable contributions to the study of thin films and nanostructures and passion for service and scholarship.Read more


[image: Nanoscale]Examining Lunar Soil for Moon-Based Construction
Working with McCormick MSE graduate Katie Koube, a Northwestern mineralogist is leading lunar soil analysis for NASA’s MMPACT project.Read more



About the Department
A pioneer in materials science for more than 60 years

Watch our video:Better Materials = Better Life


The first academic department of its kind in the world, the Department of Materials Science and Engineering at Northwestern University leads the field in materials innovation and education. Driven by curiosity and the thrill of discovery, faculty members use a transdisciplinary approach to connect fundamental science with engineering research, enabling technologies that improve our lives.

Consistently ranked as one of the top educational programs in the country, the department’s community includes alumni who are leaders in academia, industry, and entrepreneurial ventures.

Read a message from the chair

Learn more about the department




Facts and Figures
Setting ourselves apart

20+

national academy memberships

[image: ]
highly cited researchers
Seven faculty rank in the top 1% of citations in materials science and chemistry according to Clarivate Analytics.

#2

ranked graduate program in the United States
according to US News and World Report

13

affiliated research centers and institutes
View list of centers


View more facts
Research Areas
Interdisciplinary research that enables  tomorrow’s technologies
For more than 60 years, we have defined the intellectual frontiers of materials research. In the 20th century, advances included metal alloys and ceramics in jet engines that are drivers of globalization, and reliable hard drives that enabled the big data revolution. Our faculty have also laid a foundation for major advances in 21st-century technologies, from batteries and fuel cells for a sustainable energy future to biomaterials that can improve human health and quality of life.

Scientific Studies in the Arts

Learn More


Biomaterials

Learn More


Ceramics

Learn more


Composites

Learn More


Energy

Learn More


Magnetic Materials

Learn More


Materials for Electronics and Photonics

Learn More


Materials Synthesis & Processing

Learn More


Materials Theory, Computation, and Design

Learn More


Metals

Learn More


Nanomaterials

Learn More


Polymers

Learn More


Self-Assembly

Learn More


Surfaces and Interfaces

Learn More





Collaboration
Building strength through internal  and external collaborations

Our department collaborates with most other Northwestern engineering and science departments, as well as with Northwestern’s Feinberg School of Medicine and outside institutions, such as the Art Institute of Chicago. We also work closely with national laboratories, including nearby Argonne National Laboratory, home of the Advanced Photon Source and the Center for Nanoscale Materials.



Programs
Top-ranked programs, built for success
In our consistently highly-ranked programs, materials science and engineering students learn the scientific principles governing the interrelation among processing, structure, properties, and materials performance. They then learn to integrate these principles in the systematic design of new materials from faculty members who are renowned for their pioneering work. Students at all levels conduct leading research in the field.


Undergraduate
[image: ]
Bachelor of Science in Materials Science

[image: ]
Combined BS/MS Degree Program

[image: ]
Minor in Materials Science

Explore special programs in this department and across McCormick

Graduate
[image: ]
Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering
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PhD in Materials Science and Engineering

Master’s degree students may be interested in the concentration in integrated computational materials engineering.

PhD students may also enroll in these additional programs:

	Biotechnology training program
	Certificate in management for scientists and engineers (offered in collaboration with the Kellogg School of Management)


Affiliated
[image: ]
PhD in Applied Physics




Department News

[image: Lunar Forge]
Northwestern Engineering Team Wins NASA Prize
The group won the Systems Engineering Award at the NASA Breakthrough, Innovative and Game-Changing (BIG) Challenge finals held in November at the Glenn Research Center in Cleveland.
Read More
	Professor Emeritus Bruce Wessels Passes Away
Wessels will be remembered for his notable contributions to the study of thin films and nanostructures and passion for service and scholarship.

    						Northwestern Engineering News
    					


	This Implant Will Tell a Smartphone App When You Need to Pee
The stretchy, wireless sensor developed by Professors Guillermo Ameer and John Rogers and Research Associate Professor Arun Sharma that could keep patients with bladder issues informed in real-time was featured in Popular Science.
Popular Science


	Once Again, Student Team Selected for NASA BIG Idea Challenge
The Northwestern proposal to explore expandable technology for lunar structures received $146,420.85 in funding.


	G. Jeffrey Snyder Earns Two Awards for Thermoelectrics Research
Snyder was selected to receive a Humboldt Research Award and the Outstanding Achievement in Thermoelectrics Award.




All News

Department Events

	ThuApr 11
The Art of Seeing Infrastructure: An Interactive Walking Tour with Deb Chachra
	ThuApr 11
How Infrastructure Works: A Public Lecture with Deb Chachra
	TueApr 16
MSE Colloquium Spring Series: Goll Lecturer Joseph DeSimone


See All Events

        				
                		    
    					
Discover Our Whole-Brain Engineering Philosophy
We augment the analytical core of engineering with design, entrepreneurship, leadership, personal development, and unusual collaborations to imagine what's next and take the world in a whole new direction.

Learn More
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